Haz Mat Services specializes in laboratory waste disposal and decontamination projects. Laboratory cleanouts involving lab reagents, gases, and reactive chemicals including temperature-sensitive compounds, explosives and pyrophorics. Decontamination and demolition projects for lab remodels include fume hood cleaning, duct cleaning and removal, mercury vacuum pump dismantle, semiconductor wafer (MOCVD) removal.

Haz Mat Services is able to mobilize for projects throughout the western United States. HMS will evaluate each project and provide a safe and effective solution to our customers. Projects are always completed in a timely and professional manner. HMS provides:

- Waste tracking and manifest software
- Onsite waste collection services
- Disposal of lab waste chemicals and gases
- Unknown chemical disposal
- Laboratory relocation and moves
- Qualified personnel for lab remediation

Haz Mat Services is a recognized innovator in laboratory field services. HMS will respond to your environmental needs to provide a safe and cost-effective solution.

Haz Waste Tracking – Haz Mat Services utilizes custom software for accurate inventory of lab pack chemicals, haz waste manifest, land disposal restriction notices, waste tracking and reporting. When was the last time your waste broker used a p- or u-code for your unspent reagents? We do.

Onsite Waste Collection – HMS will provide onsite personnel to assist your environmental department with collection of hazardous and/or biohazardous wastes, labeling and segregation. Impress your regulatory inspectors by the organization of your waste storage area. HMS can provide shelving, secondary containment trays and proper segregation labeling in your hazardous waste storage area(s). Onsite personnel are available from 1 day/week to 365 days/year.

Disposal of Chemical Waste –. Haz Mat Services will provide long term, cost-effective disposal for your company’s laboratory waste. HMS will package and transport your waste to proper EPA approved waste facilities including incineration at Teris, Clean Harbors, Heritage VRA or Onyx TWI. Chemical stabilization and deactivation for transport of reactive or explosive wastes.

Lab Relocation and Chemical Moves – HMS has extensive experience in the relocation of laboratory chemicals. Our crews will properly segregate and pack your valued hazardous materials in compliance with DOT requirements utilizing Special Permits for efficient and cost effective relocation of laboratories. HMS will deliver your materials intact and safe for us (or your staff) to unpack into cabinets and stockrooms.

Unknown Chemical Disposal – HMS utilizes the Haz Cat® method for unknown chemical analysis. This field analysis technique allows personnel to characterize physical and chemical properties of the unknown compounds and mixtures, and safely dispose of the unknown waste.

Qualified Personnel – OSHA-trained personnel will package hazardous wastes, decontaminate laboratory surfaces and equipment contaminated with chemical reagents and/or biological materials. Our field personnel are experienced, trained and professional in manner and appearance. We can dismantle laboratory equipment including fume hoods, ducting, gas cylinder cabinets and mercury vacuum pumps.